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Financing Farmland Preservation:

 The Twin Cities Metropolitan Area Experience

Leah R. Greden and Steven J. Taff 1

Abstract

Two farmland protection programs in the Twin Cities (Minnesota) Metropolitan Area--Green
Acres and Agricultural Preserves--together enrolled 608,331 acres in 1992.  The principal
financing tool was a provision common to both programs under which participating landowners
paid reduced property taxes in exchange for certain non-development assurances.  The resulting
shift in property tax obligations to other taxpayers amounted to $7.6 million for the 1993 tax year,
an average shift of $12.50 per enrolled acre.  Annual per-acre tax reductions across localities
ranged from zero to $933.

Introduction

State and local governments frequently enact farmland protection programs such as tax

relief for agricultural uses of land, right-to-farm laws, exclusive agricultural zoning, and direct

acquisition of farmland.  Why preserve farmland in urban areas?  Frequently cited are scenic and

environmental benefits and the control of urban sprawl, as well as the contribution of agriculture

to the local economy, especially the provision of fresh, locally grown produce (Bergstrom,

Dillman, and Stoll, p.147).  Advocates also argue that because urbanization increases the sale
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price of farmland, it leads to increased property taxes for farmers not ready or willing to sell. 

Some farmers are said to not make otherwise desirable long term investments in their operations if

urbanization is near.  Closely related is the assertion that farmland as a class is at risk of

conversion to non-farm uses. For example, the American Farmland Trust recently described the

Twin Cities metropolitan area as one of the twelve most "threatened" agricultural regions in the

United States (American Farmland Trust, p.1). 

Other observers contend, however, that urbanization actually benefits agricultural

landowners by increasing the opportunities for off-farm employment and increasing the proximity

to markets, thereby reducing transportation and marketing costs (Lockeretz, p.iii).  In addition,

farmland preservation programs may not be economically efficient (not that they're usually

designed to be so) in that they do not necessarily prevent development (Boyd & Turnbull, p.38). 

Other potential difficulties include inefficient paths of development, and the possibility that tax

expenditures from the implementation of these preservation programs lead to tax shifting (Luzar,

p.325).

There are currently two farmland preservation programs in effect in the Twin Cities

Metropolitan Area: Green Acres and Agricultural Preserves.  The two encompass three of the

major instruments common in farmland preservation efforts: special zoning, property tax credits,

and preferential property tax assessments.  After summarizing their rules and enrollment patterns,

we will assess their particular financial implications.

Green Acres

In enacting the Green Acres program in 1967, the Legislature held that "the public interest
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would best be served by equalizing tax burdens on agricultural property" (Minn.Stats.273.111,

sub.2).  Agricultural land throughout the state is eligible, although in this report we focus only on

enrollment in the seven-county metropolitan area.  Participating landowners receive two principal

benefits: land is valued at its agricultural use value rather than its market value for property tax

purposes, and enrolled land qualifies for a deferment of most special local assessments.  

A parcel is eligible if it is "actively and exclusively devoted to agricultural use" and is at

least 10 acres in size.  In general, this means land that is used to produce agricultural products for

sale and that yields at least one-third of family income, or the total production income including

property rental is $300 plus $10 per tillable acre.  Landowners must be (essentially) non-corporate

entities.

Once an application for Green Acres classification is certified by the county assessor,

enrolled property receives benefits every year until it no longer fits this agricultural classification. 

If the land is subsequently sold, the new owner must reapply for certification.  Once the property

becomes ineligible for Green Acres (because of development, owner ineligibility, or whatever),

taxes on the difference between the agricultural and market values of the property for the current

year and the previous two years become due.  All deferred local assessments plus interest also

become due.

The 429,984 metropolitan area acres enrolled in Green Acres in 1992 is mapped in Figure

1 and summarized in Table 2.  (Twin Cities Metropolitan Area municipal boundaries are identified

in Appendix 4.)  Enrollment is concentrated on the periphery of the urban area, as one might

expect: the greater the distance from the central cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis, the greater is

the amount of land currently in farming.  Several townships each show over 10,000 acres of
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enrolled land.  (By way of comparison, a "typical" Minnesota township is six miles square, or

about 23,000 acres in size.)  The western portion of Carver county (the leftmost part of the map)

is notable in that it does not report any Green Acres enrollment, but does have a high level of

Agricultural Preserves enrollment as we shall show.  There were 118 metropolitan area

communities reporting Green Acres parcels in 1992. 
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Agricultural Preserves

The Legislature established the Agricultural Preserves Program in 1980 to provide

"protection and benefits as are needed to maintain viable productive farm operations in the

metropolitan area" (Minn.Stats.473H.01, sub.2).  The new program was designed to deal with

perceived problems in the way the Green Acres program operated.  Overseen by the Metropolitan

Council, program eligibility is limited to land in the seven metropolitan counties and is

implemented and enforced by local (county, city, or township) authorities.  

To qualify, land must be devoted to "long-term agricultural" use--that used in the

production for sale of agricultural products, as well as woodlands, pasture, and wetlands

accompanying agricultural land.  Agricultural Preserves eligibility is more restrictive than Green

Acres in that landowners can apply for the former only after the county (or, in some cases, the

municipality) zones the area to a density of no more than one residential unit per 40 acres.   To

participate, owners must sign a covenant waiving the right to convert the land to non-agricultural

use.  (In a sense, then, the public is thereby leasing the property's development rights.)  Minimum

enrolled contiguous acreage usually is 40 acres, but this can be reduced under certain conditions.

Participating landowners gain a reduced property tax assessment and a release from local

special assessments, just as do properties under Green Acres.  In addition, Agricultural Preserves

farmland is protected from annexation in most cases, and has some protection from eminent

domain proceedings.

A major difference between the two programs is the Agricultural Preserves property tax

credit.  If the local tax rate for agricultural land in the municipality is higher than 105% of the

previous year's statewide average tax rate for townships outside the metropolitan area (and it



     2  The State Conservation Fund can also be drawn upon by counties in the Agricultural Land Preservation
Program, a program similar to the Agricultural Preserves program but restricted to counties outside the metro area. 
Three nonmetropolitan counties currently participate in this program: Waseca, Winona, and Wright.
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usually is), the difference between the tax figured with the local tax rate and the tax computed

with the special tax rate is credited to the landowner.  

Funding for the tax credit comes from a $5 fee on all mortgage registrations and deed

transfers in the seven metro counties.  Half of the money raised is kept by the county in which it is

raised for paying out tax credits in that county, while the other half is deposited into the State

Conservation Fund.  Counties can draw upon the State Conservation Fund if their share of the

funding is not sufficient to cover tax credits in their counties.2  A minimum annual tax credit of

$1.50/acre is guaranteed for all participants beginning in 1993.

Agricultural Preserves status and benefits are maintained even if land ownership changes. 

Land is enrolled indefinitely or until an expiration notice is filed.  Once such a notice is filed,

owners must wait eight years until actual expiration takes effect and benefits cease.  (If a

landowner changes from Green Acres classification to Agricultural Preserves, assessments

continue to be deferred until expiration of the preservation covenant, but deferred tax differentials

do not have to be repaid.)  Unlike enrollees in the Green Acres program, Agricultural Preserves

participants do not have to repay any tax differentials or special assessments when they exit the

program after this period.

In some municipalities, landowners can enroll properties in either program, but any one

parcel can be in only one or the other.   In 1992, the  Agricultural Preserves program enrolled

178,347 acres in 59 communities, the majority concentrated in Carver and Dakota counties (see

Figure 2).  Credits (also payable in the 1993 tax year) totaled $325,000.  These are shown for
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each county in Table 1.  Enrolled acres totals change from year to year, depending upon how

many covenants expire and are not renewed.  Both Agricultural Preserves and Green Acres

enrollments for the past ten years are summarized in Figure 3.  The latter program's acreage has

declined slightly over the period, while annual Agricultural Preserves enrollment has fluctuated

more dramatically, partly as a result of the expiration of some early contracts.
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Minnesota property tax law

Of the financial effects of the two programs, only the Agricultural Preserves tax credits are

commonly reported, and these usually only at the county level (Metropolitan Council, p.3). 

However, the shift in tax burdens due to the associated property tax reductions is frequently much

larger.  Our purpose here is to estimate the magnitude of these "tax expenditures" for enrolled

lands in each community in the metropolitan area.  We first briefly summarize the way property

taxes are calculated in Minnesota.

Real estate is required by state law to be valued for tax purposes at its market value,

unless otherwise specified.  This assigned value is then multiplied by a net class rate specified by

the Legislature to yield its tax capacity (taxable value).  Local taxing jurisdictions (municipalities,

school districts, the county, and any special units) each allocate their tax levy to properties within

their jurisdiction, according to each property's relative tax capacity.  The sum over all relevant

jurisdictions is the total tax for each property.

A property's tax capacity multiplied by its total tax rate thus yields its total tax before

credits.  Any credits (such as those for Agricultural Preserves) are subtracted from this to yield

the net tax payable.  The level of property taxes is thus subject to changes in assessed values, class

rates, property classification, the amount of intergovernmental aid received by localities, or a

change in the classification system itself (Templin, Yoho, Loveridge, and Lenhart, 4-6).  Taxes are

levied and collected in different years.  The tax expenditure calculation in this study are for taxes

payable in 1993, levied on properties enrolled in the farmland preservation programs in 1992.

Both Minnesota programs give participating landowners preferential property tax

assessments (in addition to the tax credit for land enrolled in the Agricultural Preserves program). 
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Property with high development potential, if assessed at its market value, would pay more taxes

than if it is assessed as if it were remote from development possibilities.  Such preferential

(agricultural) valuations result in less property tax collected than would have been collected from

the property if the lands were taxed at their market value.  This is a "tax expenditure":  tax dollars

that do not get collected because of a special exemption, classification, or deduction.  Because

taxing jurisdictions usually have fixed revenue needs, any property tax expenditures are usually

shifted to other taxpayers in the same taxing jurisdiction.  

For many exemptions or deductions, the Minnesota Department of Revenue calculates the

amount of annual statewide tax expenditure in its annual tax expenditure budget.  However,

Green Acres tax expenditures for individual counties are not reported, and tax expenditures for

the Agricultural Preserves program are not calculated at all, at either the local or state levels.  In

this report, we fill these gaps by calculating the tax expenditures for each program resulting from

enrollment in each minor civil division (MCD, or community) and in the seven metropolitan

counties.

Derivation of tax expenditure calculation

We want to estimate the taxes that participating landowners would have paid had they not

been in either of the two programs.  Because government revenue requirements are assumed to be

independent of program enrollment levels, the tax levies are held constant in our analysis. 

Consequently, any reduction in taxes for participating landowners will necessarily result in an

increase in taxes for all the other taxpayers in the associated taxing jurisdictions.  The sum of

these increases is called the shift in the tax burden attributable to the farmland preservation



     3Minnesota property tax law distinguishes homesteaded (owner-occupied, essentially) from non-homesteaded
farms.
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programs.

How does the reduction in participants' property assessments result in an increase in non-

participants tax payments? Briefly, a reduction in property valuations leads to a decrease in the

favored property's tax capacity, which in turn leads to an increase in the necessary tax rate to meet

revenue requirements.  Thus all taxpayers, including participating landowners, pay at a higher tax

rate, but non-participants don't get the associated reduction in tax capacity.  In what follows, the

dynamics of this shift in tax burden is analyzed.  We will also justify our subsequent use of certain

simplifying assumptions.

Recall that a property's tax is the product of its valuation, its class rate (CR), and the tax

rate (TR).  The farmland preservation programs examined here lower the property's valuation

from a market value (MV) to its agricultural value (AV).  This has the effect of increasing the tax

rate from TR to TR'.  (It is TR' that is reported.  We must estimate the hypothetical TR.)  So the

participating landowner's tax bill goes from (MV*CR*TR) to (AV*CR*TR').  Because we will

ultimately use municipality-wide average class and tax rates, all properties will have the same CR

and TR (and new TR').  The tax shift from an individual parcel, then, is 

tax shift = CR (MV*TR - AV*TR') . (1)

We can calculate CR, the average farmland tax rate for a municipality, by dividing

aggregate farm homestead valuations by aggregate farm homestead tax capacities.3  Both are

reported by assessors, as are the aggregate market and agricultural valuations for Green Acres

parcels.  (For Agricultural Preserves parcels, only the agricultural valuation is reported.  We show
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below our approach to estimating the market value for parcels in this program.)  We need to

calculate the hypothetical average tax rate from these known data.  Let participating parcels in

each jurisdiction be numbered 1,...,K and non-participating parcels be numbered 1,...,J.  The total

reported tax capacity for a jurisdiction is thus

TC' = EK TC'k + EJTCj . (2)

(Non-participants' tax capacities are unchanged by the programs.)  The unknown tax rate is thus 

TR =         levy      . (3)   
        EKTCk + EJTCj 

Combining (2) and (3), we get: 

TR =          levy                .
                   EKTCk + TC' - EKTC'k

Expanding and rearranging, we get:

TR =             levy                  .           (4)    
                    CR(EKMVk - E

KAVk) + TC' 

This allows us to rewrite the individual shift (1) in aggregate terms, for all of which we have data:

tax shift = CR [EKMVk *                levy                 - EKAVk  * TR' ] .            (5)
                                             CR(EKMVk - E

KAVk) + TC'
 

We could calculate this, but it is by no means an intuitively obvious expression.  Inspection

of equation (5) suggests that if one could ignore the change in tax rates--that is, if one could set

TR'=TR--then (5) would reduce to:

tax shift = CR * TR * [EKMVk - E
KAVk] ,                                                  (6)

which would be easier to compute and much easier to explain.  How far off would we be?  As a

test, we calculated both (5) and (6) for the 118 minor civil divisions in the Twin Cities
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Metropolitan Area that report Green Acres parcels.  The deviation of (6), the "simple" procedure,

from (5), the "correct" procedure, is graphed in Figure 4.  The bulk of the simplified calculations

come within 5% of the more correct estimates.  We judge the difference between the two sets of

calculations to be insubstantial, so we choose to use the simple procedure in what follows.

  

Figure 4: Effect of simplification on calculation of Green Acres tax shift

Estimated tax expenditures   

Rather than examining the taxing patterns of each taxing jurisdiction, we here calculate the

average tax rate for homesteaded agricultural properties in the community.  This is equivalent to

setting each TRj=TR/J for each of a property's J taxing jurisdictions.  For each MCD, then, the



     4In Minnesota, "town" and "township" are interchangeable identifiers for unincorporated area, general purpose
units of government.
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estimated tax expenditure resulting from all farmland preservation enrollments in the municipality

is:

(change in value) * (class rate) * (average tax rate),

where  

change in value = market value - agricultural value for all participating parcels, 

average class rate = net tax capacity divided by market value for farms with homestead 

status,

average tax rate = gross tax divided by tax capacity for all properties and all relevant

taxing jurisdictions.

For illustration, consider the Town of Oak Grove4 in Anoka County (complete raw data for each

MCD are included in Appendix 1), where the difference between the market value and agricultural

value of Green Acres farmland is:   

$7,591,700 - $2,335,100 = $5,256,600 .

Next, the reported net tax capacity of farm homesteads is divided by the market value of

homesteaded farms to yield the average class rate:

$106,123 / $11,142,183 = .00952 .

The average tax rate was calculated by dividing the total levy for the township by the total net tax

capacity:

$2,789,594 / $2,170,215 = 1.28540 .

In Appendix 1 we present the results of these rate calculations.



     5The arithmetic effect of this county-level averaging is to overstate the tax shift attributable to enrollments in
communities with lower market-to-agricultural valuation ratios and vice versa.  The former tend to be on the
periphery of the metropolitan area.
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The total Green Acres tax expenditure from enrolled parcels in the Town is the product of

these three: 

($5,256,600) * (.00952) * (1.28540) = $64,355 .

This is the amount of tax that land owners in the Green Acres program in Oak Grove did not have

to pay to the town, the county, the school district, and any special taxing districts.  (It is not the

amount of tax burden that shifted to other taxpayers in Oak Grove itself, however.  See below for

discussion of how the tax burden is distributed among taxing jurisdictions.)  Tax expenditures for

each municipality's Green Acres enrollment are itemized in Appendix 2.  

Calculation of Agricultural Preserves tax expenditures is not as straightforward, because

the market values of land enrolled in this program are not reported by county assessors.  Only the

agricultural value of enrolled land is reported.  For our purposes, we necessarily assumed that

lands enrolled in either program are similar; in other words, the ratio of market values and

agricultural values of enrolled lands is assumed to be the same.  Given this assumption, the ratio

of Green Acres aggregate market value divided by aggregate agricultural value at the county level

was used to estimate the (unknown) Agricultural Preserves market value from the (known)

agricultural values.5  From these, Agricultural Preserves tax expenditures were calculated in the

same way as were Green Acres expenditures.  

Continuing our illustration for Oak Grove Township, the estimated Agricultural Preserves

market value was calculated by multiplying the county Green Acres market value-to-agricultural

value ratio (from Table 2 and Appendix 1)  by the Agricultural Preserves agricultural value:
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(3.45832 ) * $367,200 = $1,269,895 .

Next, the agricultural value was subtracted to yield the change in value attributed to Agricultural

Preserves enrollment:

$1,269,895 - $367,200 = $902,695 .

The class rate and average tax rates are the same as calculated above in the Green Acres example,

so the total tax expenditure attributable to Agricultural Preserves enrollment in the township is:

$902,695 * .00952 * 1.28540 = $11,046 .

This is the amount of tax that landowners enrolled in the Agricultural Preserves program in Oak

Grove did not have to pay to the town, the county, the school district, and any special taxing

districts.  Tax expenditures for taxes payable in 1993 were calculated in a similar fashion for each

community with acreage enrolled in the Agricultural Preserves program (see Appendix 2).

Table 2: Market-to-agricultural Green Acres valuation ratios, by county

                                          Total Green Acres Valuations                                       

County Market Agricultural Ratio

Anoka 85,339,500 24,676,600 3.45832

Carver 14,561,400 5,823,600 2.50041

Dakota 196,496,800 99,872,100 1.96748

Hennepin 272,983,700 148,669,800 1.83617

Ramsey 4,682,500 651,000 7.19278

Scott 99,649,500 77,968,700 1.27807

Washington 169,454,700 59,126,900 2.86595



     6Four communities--the cities of Anoka, New Brighton, St. Paul, and Newport--reported Green Acres
enrollment in 1992, but contained no farm homestead properties.  Because of this, our use of farm homestead
valuation data to compute a local average tax rate would lead to an incorrect tax expenditure estimate.  For these
four, then, we used their county average tax rates.
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Results

Our Green Acres tax expenditure calculation is the same that the county auditor would use

to assess three years back taxes (the current year and the two preceding years) against properties

that are removed from the program.  Auditors do not usually calculate Agricultural Preserves

back taxes, because these do not have to be paid when a landowner leaves the program after the

eight-year notice period.  Green Acres and Agricultural Preserves tax expenditures for each

county are shown in Table 3; total tax expenditures for each county appear in Table 4. (See

Appendices 2 and 3 for tax expenditures by MCD.)6 

Table 3:  Green Acres and Agricultural Preserves tax expenditures, 1993 tax year

Green Acres      Agricultural Preserves

County Acres Expend.
(dollars)

  Per
Acre

         Acres Expend. 
(dollars)

Per
Acre

Anoka 63,060 631,476 10.01 3,337      39,848 11.94

Carver 4,215 98,002 23.25 78,568 1,411,385 17.96

Dakota 128,654 1,113,748 8.66 59,216 557,169 9.41

Hennepin 58,030 1,582,985 27.28 13,341 139,927 10.49

Ramsey 174 43,797 251.71 0 0 0

Scott 94,383 237,688 2.52 8,763 30,645 3.50

Washington 81,468 1,463,019 17.96 15,122 257,035 17.00

TOTAL 429,984 5,170,715 12.03 178,347 2,436,009 13.66
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Table 4:  Combined program expenditures, 1993 tax year

County Total Enrolled
Acres

Total Tax
Expenditures

Total Tax
Expenditures per
acre

Agricultural
Preserves Credit
per acre

Anoka     66,397   671,324   10.11 1.73

Carver     82,783 1,509,387   18.23 2.09

Dakota   187,870 1,670,917     8.89 1.52

Hennepin     71,371 1,722,912   24.14 2.20

Ramsey         174     43,797 251.71     0

Scott   103,146   268,332     2.60 1.58

Washington     96,590 1,720,054   17.81 1.41

Total   608,331 7,606,723   12.50 1.82

     In general, the greater the difference between a property's market value and its agricultural

value, the higher will be the associated tax expenditure on that property.  Thus, we would expect

to see higher per-acre tax expenditures estimated for the closer-in suburbs.  This expectation is

borne out in Figure 5.

The amount of total tax expenditures for farmland preservation in the Twin Cities'

metropolitan area for tax year 1993 was $7,606,723.  Aggregate tax expenditures varied

considerably, from $43,797 in Ramsey County to $1,720,054 in Washington County. (Figure 5;

Appendix 3)
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Discussion

Agricultural land is just one example of property that receives special treatment in the

Minnesota tax code.  Tax expenditures for farmland preservation are a relatively small portion of

the net tax paid by property owners, thus the relative magnitude of tax shifting is not large. 

Although it can be substantial in certain local areas, the shift amounts to less than 1% of the $2.4

billion paid in total property taxes across the metropolitan area.  In addition, some of the Green

Acres expenditures is recouped by taxing jurisdictions each year as properties leave the program,

presumably to be removed from agricultural uses. 

One must distinguish between the tax expenditure generated by each participating parcel

(which we do not calculate) and the total tax expenditure generated by land enrolled within the

community (which we do calculate).  A given parcel lies within several overlapping taxing

jurisdictions, the boundaries of which only rarely coincide with the boundaries of the minor civil

divisions reported here.  All that we know from this study is the total tax shift attributable to

enrolled lands in each MCD.  The shift is allocated among the taxing jurisdictions related to each

enrolled parcel.  Some of the shift will even be paid by taxpayers in MCDs that do not contain any

enrolled farmland preservation parcels themselves.

The "cost" of farmland preservation to the taxing jurisdictions themselves is thus zero,

under our assumption of full shifting.  The cost is borne completely by non-participating

taxpayers.  To any single such taxpayer, it is the sum of farmland preservation tax expenditures in

each of that taxpayer's taxing jurisdictions, allocated according to that taxpayer's tax capacity.

Another way to think of the tax shift generated by each enrolled parcel is as the "price" of

the concomitantly deferred land-use conversion rights.  In exchange for the payment (reduced
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property tax), the landowner "leases" development rights to the public.  The observed per-acre

price tells us only the maximum that the rights could have been acquired for.  Owners might have

leased their rights for less, but for that we have no evidence.

Are these tax expenditures for development rights (individually and in aggregate) worth it? 

Does the Twin Cities get $7.6 million in benefits each year from these two farmland preservation

programs?  At a simple level, does each of the Metropolitan Area's 2.2 million residents get at

least $3 in increased economic well-being each year?  Would they pay for such benefits if they

were more explicitly taxed for them?  Do the programs actually influence land management and

land conversion decisions, or do they merely "reward" owners for doing what they would be

doing anyway?  These questions await further research.
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